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In the article, the following approximation problem is discussed: Let 
NI (X ,  Y)  be the set of all information channels with the output alphabet, X, 
and the input one, Y. Let p be a distance function defined for every v, 
e N~(X, Y)  as p(v, ~) = sup I V(Xo ..... x,~/yo ..... Yn) - -  ~(Xo ..... x,jyo ,..., Y~)I, 
where the sup is taken over all n and all x0 ,..., x~, Y0 ,..., Y~ - Let N C NI (X ,  Y)  
be the set of all weakly stationary regular information channels with finite 
past history, and let N2 C NI (X ,  Y)  be the set of all channels realized by 
random (=probabilistic) automata. Then N2 (~ N is dense in (N, p). 
This theorem has an important consequence that every channel from N 
can be approximated by a channel realized by a composition of a given binary 
stationary independent source and suitable generalized sequential deterministic 
machines. 
The  main purpose of this paper is to show that every weakly stationary 
regular channel with finite past history can be, in some sense, approximated 
by a channel of very "avai lable" type, namely, by a channel realized by a 
probabil istic (random) automaton, i.e., by a channel, realized by a composit ion 
of a stationary independent source and a generalized sequential machine. 
Let  X,  Y be finite alphabets. Le t  the function v be defined on the set 
of all pairs (Xo ..... x, j yo  .... , yn) ~ X~+I  × y~+l  (n = 0, 1,...). The function v 
is said to be a channel if for every n = 0, 1 ..... k = 1, 2 , . . ,  i = 0,..., n + k, 
xi ~ X, y i  e Y, we have 
(1) 
(2) 
v('/Yo .... , Yn) is a probabil ity distribution on X ~+1, 
Z  (Xo ,..., x , ,  x,+l,..., x,+ /yo ,..., 
a?n+ 1,. . .  ,~n+k~Xk 
-= V(Xo , ' " ,  xn/yo , ' " ,  Yn)" (1) 
X,  Y are called the output and input alphabets of the channel v. 
V(Xo ,..., x~/yo ..... y ,d  is the output probabil ity of x o ,..., xn , under the 
condit ion that Yo ,..., Ym is the input. 
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Let us designate 
vk(x~ ,..., x,/yo ,..., y.) = E 
0% . . . . .  ~Jk__l~X Ic 
,'(Xo ,..., x7~-1, xT~ ,..., x , /yo  .... , y , ) ,  
for n)k .  
A channel v is said to be a channel with finite past history (c.f.p.h.) if 
there exists a nonnegative integer, m, such that for every n ~ k ~ m, 
xk ,..., x~ ~ X ~-1~+~, Yo ,..., y~y~+l, Yo ,..., 37~ ~ yn+l, such that Yi = Yi for 
i ~- k --  m,..., n, it is valid that 
~(~ ,..., x,/yo ,..., y , )  = ~( ,~ ,..., *,/Yo ,..., Y,)  (2) 
(i.e., the probabil ity of receiving x k ,..., x~ at the output, starting with k, 
depends only on the input symbols with the indices k-  m,..., n. 
The least m, with the property mentioned above, is said to be the length 
of the past history of v (1.p.h.). 
The c.f.p.h., with the i.p.h, m, is said to be a weakly stationary (w.s.) if 
for everyy o~ Y, every n, k such that n >~ k >~ m and every x~ ..... x~ ~ X ~-~+l, 
24+1 .... , :g~+l E X ~-~+1, Yo ,..., Y~ c y~+l, Yl ..... Y~z+x c y~+l such that for 
x~ = xk+l ,-.., x~ = x~+l, Yo ~ 371 ..... y~ = 3~+1, the following holds: 
v,~(x~,..., x , jy  o ..... Y~) = P/c+l(X/c+l , ".', Xn+I/Y0Yl , ' " ,  Yn+l) 
(i.e., vk( ' " / ' " )  is invariant by the mutual coordinate shift). 
The channel v is said to be regular if for every n, Xo, x 1 ,..., Yo, Yl .... 
~(Xo ,..., x , /yo  ,..., y , )  > o (3) 
and 
lirn V(Xo ,... , x,/yo ,..., y~) = O. (4) 
Now we shall describe another type of channels, namely, the finke state 
channels (as said in information theory) or the channels realized by random 
automata (in automata theory). Both the names belong to the same concept. 
The 6-tuple d=(A ,Y ,X ,  3, A, a0) is said to be a random Moore 
automaton (r.a.) if A, X ,  Y are finite sets, 3 is a mapping of A × A X Y 
into the unit interval (0; 1) with the property that ~a 3(a, b,y)  = 1 for 
every a ~ A, y E Y. A is a mapping of A into X and a o E A. A is called the 
set of states, Y the set of input symbols (letters), X the set of output symbols 
(letters), 3 the transition probability, A the output mapping and a 0 the initial 
state. 3(a, b, y) expresses the probability of the transition from the state a 
into b provided that y is the received input symbol. 
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We shall say that the r.a. d realizes the channel v~ if 
0 if no ai ,..., a~+l have the property 
v~(Xo ,'", xn/yo ,"', Yn) = ( 
A(al) x0 A(an+l) Xn ~-,,~ 
~. ~(ao, ax, Y0) 
a 1 . . . . .  an+l :~(a l )=X 0 . . . . .  ~t (a~z+i )~ n 
× ~(al, a2,yl)  "'" ~(an, an+l,Yn) otherwise. 
It is obvious that the channel realized by a random automaton eed not 
be with finite past history. If, however, the number of states is only one, 
then it is a channel with zero past history. 
Let N 1 : NI(X ,  Y )  denote the set of all channels with X, Y as the output 
and input alphabets. Let N .= N(X ,  Y )  C N I (X  , Y )  be w.s. regular c.f.p.h.-s. 
We shall study the approximation of the elements from N by elements of 
some N2 C N1, or Na C N.  The approximation quality will be determined 
by some "distance function" p (usually a metric) defined on N12. Such a 
function may be defined in accordance with practical demands. One of the 
most useful definitions seems to be as follows: 
p(v, ~) = sup i V(Xo ,..., x,~/Yo .... , Y~,) --  ~(x0 .... , x~/yo .... , Yn)I, 
where the sup is taken over all n =0,1  .... and all x o .... , xn~X n+l, 
Yo ,'", Yn ~ yn+l. 
Similarly, as p, the spaces N 2 or N a may be also chosen in several ways. 
We shall suppose that the elements of N2 will be the channels realizable 
by some random automata, i.e., "practically available." The following lemma 
asserts that the convergence in (4) is uniform with respect o 2 ~ X% 3~ ~ Y% 
LEMMA I. Let v e N and e > O. Then there exists an integer no such 
that for every n ~ n o and every xo,..., x n ~ X "+1, Yo,..., Yn ~ yn+l, we have 
 (Xo .... , x Jyo  .... < (5) 
Proof. I£ for every x0, Yo we have v(xo/Yo) < e, the assertion follows 
from (1). 
I f  there exists a pair (x o ,..., xk/y o ,..., Yk) such that v(x o .... , xk/y o .... , y~) >/~, 
then, of course, for l < k, we have v(x o ..... xdyo ,'", Y3 >~ ~. In such a case 
(Xo ,..., xk/yo ,..., Yk) is said to be the (E, k)-elongation of (x 0 ,..., Xdyo ,..., Yz). 
For every (xo/Yo) such that V(xo/Yo) ~ e, let there exists a positive integer 
no(xo/Yo) with the property that no (E, k)-elongation of (Xo/Yo) exists for 
k ~ no(xo/Yo). Then the assertion of this lemma is valid for 
no = no(Xo/yo). 
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Finally, let there exist for some (Xo/Yo) and every k an (E, k)-elongation 
of (xo/yo). Then obviously there exists (XoXl/yoyl) having also an (E, k)- 
elongation for every k. Similarly, there exists (xo, x l ,  x~/yo, Y l ,  Y~) with the 
same property etc. which contradicts with the regularity of the channel v. 
The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Let  m be the 1.p.h. of v ~ N and let ~ > O. Then there exists 
n o ~ m such that for n ~ n o and every x,,~,..., x n ~ X ~-m+l, Yo,..., Yn ~ y~+l, 
we have v,~(x . . . . . .  xn/y o ,..., y , )  < ~. 
The following lemma is basic for our considerations. 
LEMMA 2. Let v ~ N(X ,  Y) .  Then to an arbitrary e > 0 there exists a 
random (Moore) f in i te  automaton d = (A, Y, X ,  3, h, ao) such that (1) 
v~ e N(X, Y), (2) p(v, vd) < E. 
Proof. Let us suppose that the length m of the past history of v is positive 
(the opposite case is analogous but more simple). Let n o be the integer 
from Corollary 1. Then it also fulfils the assertion of Lemma 1. Let 
A = {ao} w {(x o ,..,  x, jyo, . . .  , y , )  ~ X 'n+l X yn+l, n = 0,..., no} 
~3 {(xm ,..., x,o/yo,..., y,~o) e X '*°-'~+1 × y,*o+l}. 
Let' a(ao) be arbitrary, 
h(Xo ,..., xn/yo ,..., Y~) = x ,  , a(x,, ,..., x,o/y o ,..., y,o) = x,o , 
i.e., the output equals to the last x coordinate of a state. Let the transition 
probabilities be 
0 if Y~Yo 
/ 
8[a0, (xo/Yo), Y] = 
V(Xo/yo) i f  y = Yo, 
$[(Xo ,..., x~-l/yo .... , Y~-i), (xo ,..., x~/yo ,..., y , ) ,  y] = 
0 if Y :/: Yn 
/ 
= n ~<n o
v(x° ' " "  x~/Y° " ' "  Y~) if y = Yn 
V(Xo ,..., Xn--1/Yo ,..., Y~--I) 
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S[(Xo ,'", x%/yo , '",  Y~o), (x~+~ ,..., X~o+l/y~ ,..., Y~o+~), Y] = 
= ~[(Xm , '" '  xno/Yo , '", Yno), (Xm+:t ,'", Xno+l/Yl , '", Yno+l), Y] = 
0 if y 4:Y-o+1 
_ /  
, \  
Pm(X~.a ,. . . ,  Xno+l/yo , ' . , ,  Yno+l) 
~m(Xm ,..., X~o/YO ,..., y~,) 
if Y ----- Y~o+l 
and let the not yet mentioned transitions have zero probabilities. 
It immediately follows from the definition of d that 
(1) ~(Xo  ,..., xdyo ,..., y~) = ~(Xo ,..., xdyo ..... y , )  fo r ,  ~ ~o . 
(2) Similarly, 
Valm+l(Xm+l , '",  X,,o+l/Yo , '",  Y,~o+O 
= Y ~(~o , . . ,  ~o/yo ,..., y~o)" 
~0'"" '~m ~ Jt'm+l 
X ~,(Xo ,..., xm, x~+~ ,..., x~o+~/yo ,..., y~.+O 
~0" "" ,tara EXm+I 
w~(x~ ,..., x~o+l/yo ,..., Y,'o+l) 
~,~(x,~ ,..., x,~/yo ,..., Y~o) 
= Y~ ,,~(xm ,..., x,o/yo ,...,y,o)" vm(...) 
~,,o~, vm('") 
. . . .  Fm+l(Xm+ 1 , . . . '  X•0+I/y 0 ,.. . ,  Yno+l) 
= ~m+l(Xm+i ..... X,o+I/yl ,..., Y~o+l), 
because the 1.p.h. of v is m. 
(3) The channel v~ is regular. 
(4) v d is e.f.p.h, with the 1.p.h. m~ ~< m and it is also w.s. In order 
to show it, we shall first prove that for every h ~> 0 
vdv~+~(Xm+h , '",  X~o+h/Yo , '", Y,~o+h) --- vm+n(Xm+h ,'", X'~o+h/Yn , '",  Y~o+~) 
and, hence, does not depend on Yo ,-.., Yh-x • 
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For h = 0, it is trivial. Let us suppose that it is valid for some h. Then 
Vool.~n+h+l(Xm+h+l , ' " ,  Xno+h+l/Yo , ' " ,  Y,o+h+l) 
= ~ v~,~+h(X,~+h,...,Xno+h/Yo,...,Y,,o+h) 
• a[(..., Xno+h/y h .... , Yno+h), (Xm+h+l ,'", Xno+h+l/Yh+l .... , Yno+h+l), Yno+h+l] 
---- ~ V~+~,(X~+,, ,..., X,~o+~/yo ,..., y,,o+,,). 
9~m+h~X 
Vm+h(Xm+h , ' " ,  XnO+h+I/Yh , ' " ,  Yno+h+l) 
Vm+h(Xm+h ,'", Xno+h/Yh ,"',  Y,,o+h) 
= Vm+h+l(Xm+h+l , " ' ,  Xno+h+x/Yh , '",  Y,,o+n+I). 
This implies that, also for h + 1, it does not depend on Y0,...,Y(h+I)-I, 
because the 1.p.h. of v is m. 
Now let n /> k =- m + h ~ m. We have to prove that v d,k(xk,. . . ,  xn/y o .... , Yn) 
does not depend ony 0 .... , Yh-1 • I fn  ~ n o + h it is an immediate consequence 
of the above result. For n > n o + h it is also true, because the transition 
probabilities depend only on the last n o + 1 input symbols not containing 
Y0 ,'-', Yh-1. 
The weak stationarity of v~¢ follows from the following 
(a) vd,,,,+h(X,,+h ,..., X,o+h/Yo ,..., Y-o+h) 
= v~+h(x~+,, ,..., x,,o+n/Y,~ ,..., Y,o+h). (6) 
l*' is  W.8. 
After having received yo,...,Yno+J and emitted Xo,...,Xno+~ the 
(b) 
(c) 
automaton is then in the state (x~+j ..... x%+j/y~ ..... yno+j ). This state is 
determined only by the last n o - -  m q- 1 output symbols and the last n o q- 1 
input ones. Thus, we have proved that v~¢ ~ N. 
Because of the identity of v and v~ on (x o .... , x~/yo ..... Yn) for n G no, 
in the definition of p(v, v~¢) the sup could be taken only over the  words 
with n ~ n o . However, then it is v,~(xm ,..., x , /y  o ..... y~) ~ E and the same 
is valid for v~¢.~, which implies that p(v, vd)  ~ e. The proof is finished. 
The result of Lemma 2 can be also formulated in the following way: 
Let N2 be the set of all channels realized by .finite random automata with 
the input and output alphabets Y and X. Then N2 (3 N is dense in (N,  p). 
I t  is easy to see that every finite random automaton can be composed 
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from a deterministic automaton and some set of stationary independent 
sources. This construction is of the type of Fig. 1, and it is described in 
detail in the paper by Cern~ and Vina~ [3]. Let us designate N 3 ~- N3(X ,  Y )  
the set of all channels realized by compositions of the type from Fig. 1, 
FIGURE 1 
I 
J a output 
where s.i.s.~ is a stationary independent source with the alphabet Yk and 
d.a. is a deterministic finite automaton which has the output alphabet X 
and the input one, Y1 × "'" x Yr × Y, where Y is the input alphabet of 
the composed random automaton. Let N a -~ N 3 ~ N.  Then, according to 
what is said above we have 
THEOREM 1. Na is dense in the metric space (N, p). 
From the theoretical point of view, we can be satisfied by this theorem. 
In practice, however, there may occur some additional questions, e.g., what 
will happen if the sources .i.s.k differ a little from the supposed ones. The 
answer is the following: 
LEMMA 3. Let d = (.4, Y, X ,  3, A, do) be a finite random automaton and 
let v d be regular. Then to every E > O, there exists ~1 > O, such that i f  
= (A, Y, X ,  ~, A, do) and i f j  3(a, b, y)  - -  ~(a, b, Y)I < ~Tf or every a, b ~ A s, 
y ~ Y, then 
I v~(Xo ..... xdyo  ..... y~) - v~(Xo ..... xdyo  ..... y~)l < 
for  every n and x o ..... xn ~ X n+l, Yo ..... Yn ~ yn+l. 
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Proof. Let n o be such that for every n /> n o and every x o ,..., x ,  ~ X n+l, 
Yo .... , y~ e y~+l we have vd(x o ..... x~/yo,..., y~) < E/2. For every a, b e A 2, 
y ~ Ylet 1 8(a, b,y) -3(a, b,y)l < ~ for some automaton ~= (A, Y, X, 3, A, %) 
and ~ > 0. Then 
n0 
v~(Xo ,'", X,o/Yo ,'", Y,o) = X 1-I $(ai, a~+~, y,) 
h(al)=x 0 ..... )t(an+l)=XnO i=O 
~< Z I-I (8(a,, ai+l , y,) + 71) 
<~ ~ [ f I  3(ai, ai+1 ,Yi) + card A-i=o ~ (no/+ 1)~i] 
= vs~(Xo ,'", Xno/Yo ,'", Yno) q- Wno,~7(~), 
where w%,~(r/) --~ 0 if ~ ~ 0 and, therefore, ~7 can be chosen so small that 
W~o,~07) ~< (card X) ~o+1 - E/2 which implies the following: 
v,~(Xo ,'", x•o/Yo ,'", Y.o) -- vd(Xo ,..., x,o/yo ,..., Y-o) < (card X)  n°+l .  -~2. (7) 
The above considerations are symmetrical for (d )  and (~)  and, therefore, 
we can write the absolute value in (7). This implies that for every n ~ n o 
I v~(Xo .... , x, /yo ,..., y , )  - v~(Xo ,..., x~/yo ,..., y , ) l  < 2" 
For n > n o 
E 
if v~(.) >~ v~(.) 
l vs~(Xo ,..., xn/yo ,'",Yn) -- vsl(Xo Xn/Yo ,"',Y~)I ~< /
e, otherwise. 
The proof is finished. 
Let us return to the Fig. 1. If the s.i.s.-s differ from the desired ones, 
in the sense that the probability of every symbol differs from the desired 
one less than ~), then, according to the Lemma 3, the channel realized by 
the composed r.a. will differ from the desired one less then e in the sense of p. 
Now we can use the result of Gill [1], slightly reformulated by Sheng [2], 
and ~ern3~ , Vina~ [3]. It is connected with the compositions from the Fig. 2, 
where b.s.i.s, is the given (½ ; ½) binary stationary independent source, and 




alphabet and the given output alphabet Z. Clock is a special type of a 
generalized sequential machine which realizes the mapping of the sequence 
z0, z l ,  z2 ,... on z0, z~, z2~ ,... (i.e., transmits only every k-th symbol). 
These composkions are proved to be dense in the space of all s.i.s.-s with 
the alphabet Z; more precisely, to every such source (Z, if) and every E > 0 
there exists an integer n o such that for every n ~ n o there exists a f.a. and 
a clock with k ~ n, such that the composed source (Z,/2) of the Fig. 2 
type has the property that 
max t i f (z)  - -  ~(z ) l  < e. 
~g 
Consequently, if the sources on the Fig. 1 are (Y~,  if1),..., (Y r ,  fir), 
then for E > 0 there exist k, f.a.1 .... , f .a.r,  clock 1 ,..., clock r (every of 
the clocks working with the same k) such that for every i = 1,...,r, 
the composition (Yi,/~i) of b.s.i.s., f.aq and clocki has the property that 
max~r~ I /~(y ) -  ff~(Y)l ~ E. Then we can replace the composition from 
the Fig. 1 by the one from the Fig. 3. This replacing is correct because 
the r tuple coming into d.a. from clocks at the time t is independent of 
the r tuples having come before. 
"~ d.a. 
ch. i .  / 
FIGURE 3 
The f.a.-s and clocks together can be treated as a generalized sequential 
machine with one (binary) input line and r output lines. Thus, the composition 
can be described as it is shown on the Fig. 4. 
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FIGURE 4 
According to this fact, the solution of our approximation problem can 
be formulated as follows: 
Let v be a weakly stationary regular channel with finite past history and 
let its output and input alphabets be X and Y ,  respectively. Let e > 0. 
Then there exist 
(1) the natural numbers k, r; 
(2) a generalized sequential machine with one binary input line, r output 
lines and with the property that to every word (string) of h binary inputs 
there corresponds one output symbol on every of r output lines; 
(3) a deterministic finite automaton with r + 1 input lines and one 
output line (with X as the output alphabet), such that the random automaton 
d which is their composition with the binary (½,½)-stationary independent 
source in the sense of Fig. 4, has the property that p(v, vse ) < E, i.e., every 
v ~ N can be approximated with the desired accuracy by some vd ,  realized 
by a composition of the type of Fig. 4 in the sense of the distance function p. 
DISCUSSION 
The first question to be discussed is whether the restrictions on w.s. 
regular c.f.p.h, is necessary for the solution and whether such channels are so 
frequent in practice that it is convenient to study them. It is obvious that if we 
want to keep our way of solution, the only supposition which could be omitted 
is that for every x o .... , x~ , Yo ,..., Yn , we have v(x o .... , x~/y o ,..., y~) > O. 
As for practical frequency of such channels, one can hope that the w.s. 
c.f.p.h, are really very frequent in practice. The limit property of regularity 
may restrict them a little, but it seems that tile majority of them have this 
property. As an example of a channel with this property, one can find in 
the binary symmetrical channel with 0 ~ p % 1; on the other hand, the 
channel without errors does not have this property. 
The second topic for the discussion is whether p is a suitable measure 
of the approximation quality, because it enables us to say that the very 
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special channel realized by a r.a. is quite near to a channel of such a general 
type, as the channels from N are. p is probably suitable only for the "finite 
in time" considerations, and for infinite ones, we shall have to consider 
other distance functions on N 1 . 
For instance, if two channels are of distance less than some small e, nothing 
can be said about the difference of their capacities. Despite of it, however, 
the method used in this paper gives us some result concerning the dis- 
cernability (and, therefore, also the transmissibility). 
Let v ~ N(X ,  Y), let m be 1.p.h. of v. Let ~ be a decision function mapping 
X ~ into y.+m and let e > 0. Then we put 
= card l y o ~...,  Y ra+n-1  : 
vm(Xm ,..., xm+n-1/Yo ,'",Y~+,~-I) > 1 --  eI" 
X m . . . . .  ~Cm+n_ le l ] / - - I (y  0 . . . . .  Ym+n--1) J 
S~(~b, ~, v) is called the E size of ~b with respect o the channel v. It expresses 
the number of ~ discernable (m + n)-tuples of input symbols. The capacity 
of v is in some sense the multidimensional limit of I/n log S~(~b, E,v). 
Obviously, our approximating channel v~¢ can be chosen in such a way 
that S~(~b, E,v) = S~(~h, E,vd) as it can be seen from the proof of the Lemma 2 
[the equation (6)]. 
The question of the relation between the convergence in our metric and 
the convergence of capacities can be satisfactorily answered in the special 
case of stationary channels without memory. Let v be such a channel 
characterized by the transition probabilities v(x/y) for every y E Y, x ~ X. 
Let us suppose that every v(x/y) is positive (then the channel is evidently 
regular in our sense). I f  {~} is a sequence of stationary channels without 
memory but with the same input and output alphabets Y and X, respectively, 
such that V~z(X/y)--9. v(x/y) for every x ~ X, y ~ Y, then evidently the 
capacities C(u~) of v~ converge to the C(v) of v. Therefore, we have to prove 
that p(v~ , v) ~ 0 <:> v~(x/y) --~ v(x/y) for every x, y, only. 
Because of the positivity of v(./.) and the regularity of the channel v, 
it can be easily seen that v~(x/y)--+ v(x/y) for every x ,y  implies that 
p(v~, v) ~ O. These considerations are similar as in the paper by Vina~ and 
the author [3J. The opposite implication is the trivial consequence of the 
inequality ]v~(x/y) -- v(x/y)] ~ p(v,~ , v). 
On the other hand, we can give an example when the convergence in p 
does not imply the convergence of the capacities. 
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Let v be a channel with a total noise (the output symbol does not depend 
on the input and every output letter occurs with the equal probability). 
Then its capacity is equal to zero. Let v n be a channel with a total noise 
only for the first n letters, and the others transmit without any errors 
(identically). Evidently, the capacity C(v~) of us is equal to log k for every n, 
where k is the number of elements in Y. We see that despite p(v~, v) --~ O, 
we have C(v~) "eL+ C(v). 
Another example can be shown if we take, v, the binary channel without 
noise and v~ of the following form: (We suppose that the alphabet of v 
is {a; b}) 
vn(a""  a /a . . .a )  : 1, 
v~(a "" a/y 1 "" Ym) ~- 1/n, for every m, 
v(y  1 . ' .  y,~/y~ " .  y~)  = 1 - -1 /n  (Y l  "" Y~ containing almost one letter b). 
In this example we must distinguish between the capacity C(v~) defined as 
the upper bound of the entropies of the sources, transmissible through vn 
with an arbitrary small probability of errors, and a transmission rate 
capacity C*(v~). It is known from the Nedoma's paper [6], that C(v~) = O, 
C*(v~) -+ C*(v) = C(v) = log 2. Moreover, it is evident that p(v,~ , v) ~ O, 
Thus, we have an example in which the sequence of stationary nonregular 
channels {v~} converges to the similar channel v, in the sense of p; the 
transmission-rate capacities C*(vn) converge but the capacities C(v~) do not. 
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